**MONDAY, 17/02/2014**

10.45  Starter Coffee
11.00  Chiara Schoch/ Susan Pollock/ Wolfram Schier: *Greeting and Introduction*
11.15  Malgorzata Siennicka: *Presentation of the new CTR project – «First Textiles»*

**SESSION 1**

11.30  Martin Schumacher: *Textile revolution and how landscape reacted*
12.00  Sabine Karg: *Textile plant processing in Southern Scandinavia – archaeological and archaeobotanical records*
12.30  Hedvig Enegren: *Ginestra Odorosa – a little known plant fiber*
13.00  Lunchbreak

**SESSION 2**

14.00  Cornelia Becker: *Linen and wool from Prehistoric Olynth/Greece*
14.30  Luise Orsted Brandt: *Investigating the development of wool using ancient DNA analysis*
15.00  Christian Küchelmann: *How, where and when came the wool to the sheep? – A research interim report*
15.30  Coffee break

**SESSION 3**

16.00  Margarita Gleba: *Wool fibre identification and analysis: past, present and future analytical approaches*
16.30  Susan Möller-Wiering: *Textile impressions*
17.00  Chiara Schoch: *Animal and Vegetal Fibres: The prehistoric evidence from the Near East*
17.30  Break

**KEYNOTE LECTURE**

18.00  Marie-Louise Bech Nøsch: *Animal fibres and plant fibres in Mycenaean texts: What are the administrative differences and the practical ramifications?*

**TUESDAY, 18/02/2014**

8.15  Starter Coffee

**SESSION 4**

8.30  Christopher Britsch: *Early textile technologies in western Anatolia*
9.00  Kalliopi Sarris: *Reconstructing the Aegean Neolithic textiles: the pictorial evidence*
9.30  Malgorzata Siennicka: *Textile tools from Early Bronze Age Greece. What can spindle whorls and loom weights tell us about the types of threads and fabrics?*
10.00  Coffee Break

**SESSION 5**

10.30  Vanya Petrova: *Flax or wool? What tools can tell us in the absence of textiles? (according to prehistoric textile tools data from present-day Bulgaria)*
11.00  Christoph Kremer: *The adoption of wool as a textile fibre in Bronze Age Italy – A review of the evidence*
11.30  Ana Grabundzija: *Copper Age textile tools from the Pannonian Plain*
12.00  Final Discussion

**VENUE**
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**ORGANIZER**
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